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Joe Biden will be the 46th President of the United States, after defeating incumbent Donald Trump in the 2020 United States presidential election.

Now, investors and analyst alike are eager to determine how will the 2020 US presidential election results affect markets. Well, the presidential

race is just one piece of this jigsaw puzzle. The legislative arm of government, Congress, comprises of the House and Senate, and is also up for
contention. Under the Trump administration, the lower arm (the House) was majority democratic, and the upper arm (the Senate) was majority

republican. This worked in favour of the Trump administration, allowing for swift passing of laws and legislation regarding matters such as corporate

tax and tariffs. In this 2020 election, the democratic party have retained the majority in the House, but the Senate is still up for contention. This
dilemma leaves us with two possible scenarios now that Biden has won; a democratic majority senate (Blue Wave) or a republican majority senate.

Unfortunately, both scenarios are complimented with the possibility that Trump refuses to accept the results and will seek to bring the election

results before the courts. This further complicates this election jigsaw puzzle. In this week’s issue, we will dissect the current developments and
showcase outcomes based on the different scenarios, which will then be the driving force for our expectations of the global markets in the coming

weeks.

First, we look at both scenarios,

I. Scenario one (Democratic Congress): We expect the US markets to sell off, maybe between 2% to 4% and this is mainly due to the tax
proposals of president-elect Biden during his campaign. The tax proposal would raise taxes on individuals with income above $400,000,

including raising individual income, capital gains, and payroll taxes. Biden would also raise taxes on corporations by increasing the corporate

income tax rate and imposing a corporate minimum book tax. Also, this scenario presents the best chance for a sizeable fiscal stimulus which
will aid many business and individuals in need, while also having a spillover effect on emerging markets.

II. Scenario two (Republicans win the Congress while the Democrats maintain the House): We believe markets will like this mainly because this

presents divided government. Inherently a divided government means more prolonged deliberations for specific legislative actions and laws to
be passed. Given the mandate of president-elect Joe Biden, this means his proposed tax plans will have an uphill battle to get passed, if

passed at all; and we expect US securities market to rally from this. While the COVID-19 pandemic has not abated, this scenario also means a
lower fiscal stimulus, which indirectly means potential a lower level of recovery for the US, the largest contributor to global GDP. According to

a Hartford Funds survey; they found many people believe a Republican Congress (both House and Senate) leads to better market returns,

however, history shows better performance tends to happen under a divided government.

Despite the two scenarios above, the short-term sentiment of the market will likely be influenced by Donald Trump’s decision refusal to concede to

the result of the US election on Saturday. The Trump campaign has stated their intent to contest a number of the election results in states that were
considered close and high volumes of “mail-in” ballots. Despite president-elect Biden accepting victory, a clear winner will not be officially declared

until all these legal matters before the court are cleared, and the democracy of the US remains intact. The lawsuits filed by the Trump campaign

mimics the legal theories of Bush vs Gore, the infamous supreme court case that decided the contested 2000 presidential election. While the
Supreme court more than likely won’t settle the 2020 election, this will still likely increase volatility across markets.

What If This Election Ends in Another Bush v. Gore?

I. History has shown us a week’s long vote recount hinges on technicalities created a swath of uncertainty and tanked stocks as much as 8.5%

before the Supreme Court named Bush the victor on December 12.

II. In addition, the VIX, which tracks volatility expectations, peaked in November before the election actually took place, and it didn't peak again

until weeks later as a result of the ongoing dot-com crash–long after the Supreme Court announced Bush the winner.

III. The stock-market uncertainty tied to election results ultimately only lasted about three weeks; by December 4, the S&P 500 had returned to
pre-election levels, and some sectors, such as defense and consumer staples, even saw a boost from the prospects of a Bush victory despite

the broader rout.

"In 2000, there wasn't widespread unrest in the country. This time, there is a risk that protests could get out of control," Greg Valliere, a chief U.S.

policy strategist at AGF Investments told CNN. In the event of a contested election that escalates beyond a one-to-two-week delay in results, we
believe this would put tremendous pressure on the US stock market for the remainder of 2020.

The president-elect won’t be sworn in until January 20, 2021 which means there is still a lot that can happen in between now and then. So given
these developments are like A Flip Of a Coin, we remain cognizant of market developments and ensure to position ourselves appropriately on both

sides of the coin as any outcome is possible.
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For the week ended Friday, our local stock market
closed materially lower week-over-week. The Main
Market Index decreased by 1.77%, the JSE All
Jamaican Composite Index decreased by 1.75%, the
JSE Junior Market Index increased by 2.78%, the JSE
Combined Index decreased by 1.45%, and the JSE
USD Equities Index decreased by 0.52%.

The biggest winner this week is TTECH Limited rising
by 34.00% to close at J$6.70. The biggest loser was
Palace Amusement Company Limited Group falling
by 27.11% to close at J$1,082.72.

Year to date, all the major equity indexes are still
down by high double digits (see, the table below);
and three months since March, has been relatively
flat.

Overall Market activity resulted from trading in 100
stocks of which 45 advanced, 44 declined and 11
traded firm.

Market volume amounted to 62,935,594 units
valued at over $734,219,507.35. Gracekennedy
Limited was the volume leader with 6,394,740 units
(10.16%) followed by Lumber Depot Limited with
6,255,352 units (9.94%) and Qwi Investments Limited
with 5,664,562 units (9.00%).

There is renewed urgency to get the small and 
medium-sized business community to increase the 
number and volume of products they sell globally, 
to help offset the estimated seven to 10 per cent 
economic contraction that Jamaica expects this 
fiscal year, largely due to COVID-19.
http://jamaica-
gleaner.com/article/business/20201108/smes-
encouraged-get-e-commerce-highway

Food and financial services conglomerate 
GraceKennedy Limited recorded improvements 
in all segments of its business for the nine-month 
period ending September, leading to a 33 per 
cent spike in profit to $4.93 billion.

http://jamaica-
gleaner.com/article/business/20201108/gk-
profits-besting-pandemic

ransJamaican Highway Limited (TJH), which 
operates the Highway 2000 East-West corridor 
of Jamaica's toll roads, is reporting that 2019 
was its best year ever in terms of traffic and 
revenue but the entity now faces a dilemma in 
forcasting for the end of the fiscal year.
http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/sunday-
finance/2019-best-year-ever-for-transjamaican-
highway-unable-to-forecast-for-the-rest-of-fiscal-
year-given-covid-19-
uncertainty_207160?profile=1056

Regional gaming company Supreme Ventures 
Limited (SVL) has successfully raised $3 billion 
on the Jamaican capital market to finance its 
expansion plans.

The money was raised by way of a private 
placement of a medium-term, fixed-rate 
unsecured corporate bond at an interest rate of 
seven per cent. The 25-year bond matures on 
October 30, 2025.

http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/business-
report-daily-biz/supreme-ventures-raises-3-
billion-to-finance-expansion-plans-moves-to-
acquire-more-equity-interest-in-champion-
gaming-and-anybet_207112?profile=1056
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Index 06/11/2020 30/10/2020 31/12/2019 Week/Week Year-to-Date

JSE Main Market 368,737.93 375,386.39 509,916.44 -1.77% -27.69%

JSE Junior Market 2,539.03 2,470.24 3,348.97 2.78% -24.18%

JSE Combined Market 366,576.16 371,964.67 505,253.98 -1.45% -27.45%

JSE USD Equities Market 196.39 197.42 226.23 -0.52% -13.19%

http://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/business/20201108/smes-encouraged-get-e-commerce-highway
http://jamaica-gleaner.com/article/business/20201108/gk-profits-besting-pandemic
http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/sunday-finance/2019-best-year-ever-for-transjamaican-highway-unable-to-forecast-for-the-rest-of-fiscal-year-given-covid-19-uncertainty_207160?profile=1056
http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/business-report-daily-biz/supreme-ventures-raises-3-billion-to-finance-expansion-plans-moves-to-acquire-more-equity-interest-in-champion-gaming-and-anybet_207112?profile=1056


Employment growth was better than expected in
October and the unemployment rate fell sharply even
as the U.S. faces the challenge of surging coronavirus
cases and the impact they could have on the nascent
economic recovery.

The Labor Department reported Friday that nonfarm
payrolls increased by 638,000 and the
unemployment rate was at 6.9%. Economists
surveyed by Dow Jones had been looking for a
payroll gain of 530,000 and an unemployment rate of
7.7%, a touch lower than the September level of 7.9%.

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/06/jobs-report-october-
2020.html

The Federal Reserve held short-term borrowing rates
near zero in a decision Thursday that characterized
the economy as growing but not near where it was
before the coronavirus pandemic hit.

As markets widely expected, the Fed kept its
benchmark interest rate anchored in a range between
0%-0.25%, where it has been since an emergency cut
seven months ago in the early days of the coronavirus
pandemic.

Chairman Jerome Powell noted, however, that he
thinks the Fed still has plenty it can do to help the
recovery.

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/05/fed-holds-interest-
rates-steady-near-zero-says-economy-is-still-well-
below-pre-pandemic-levels.html

The U.K.‘s finance minister announced Thursday
that the country’s furlough scheme, which
subsidizes workers’ wages that are unable to work
due to the coronavirus pandemic, will be extended
to March 2021.

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/05/britain-extends-
coronavirus-furlough-program-until-the-end-of-
march.html

Longer-term Treasury yields declined early in the
week as surging coronavirus cases in Europe and
the U.S. magnified uncertainty about the economic
recovery. On Thursday, however, yields largely
retraced earlier moves on better-than-expected
economic data.
https://www.troweprice.com/personal-
investing/resources/insights/global-markets-
weekly-update.html#US

As Joe Biden assumes the presidency in 2021, he
will face a challenging economy but have the
benefit of an employment picture at least that
appears to have some unexpected momentum.

The 638,000 nonfarm payrolls gain in October
underscored both the resilience of the economic
system as well as how far the business community
has to go yet from the damage done during the first
two months of the coronavirus pandemic.
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/06/the-president-for-
the-next-four-years-gets-a-surprisingly-strong-jobs-
market.html?&qsearchterm=biden%20mean%20for
%20the%20market
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Index 06/11/2020 30/10/2020 31/12/2019 Week/Week Year-to-Date

Dow Jones 28,323.40 26,501.60 28,538.44 6.87% -0.75%

S&P 500 3,509.44 3,269.96 3,230.78 7.32% 8.63%

NASDAQ 100 12,091.35 11,052.94 8,733.07 9.39% 38.45%

FTSE 100 5,910.02 5,577.27 7,542.44 5.97% -21.64%

Euro Stoxx 50 3,204.05 2,958.21 3,745.15 8.31% -14.45%

https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/06/jobs-report-october-2020.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/05/fed-holds-interest-rates-steady-near-zero-says-economy-is-still-well-below-pre-pandemic-levels.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/05/britain-extends-coronavirus-furlough-program-until-the-end-of-march.html
https://www.troweprice.com/personal-investing/resources/insights/global-markets-weekly-update.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2020/11/06/the-president-for-the-next-four-years-gets-a-surprisingly-strong-jobs-market.html?&qsearchterm=biden%20mean%20for%20the%20market
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• The Jamaican Dollar appreciated against
most major currencies last week. Our local
currency depreciated by 2.38% against the
U.S. Dollar week on week to settle at
$148.46.00 as at close of trade Friday,
relative to J$145.00 per US$1.00 at the end of
the prior. Year to date depreciation has been
9.38%.

• Since the outbreak of the COVID-19, the Bank
of Jamaica (BOJ) has been proactive in
providing adequate liquidity support to our
local institutions. However, this has been
difficult especially seeing that manufacturers
and importers have been demanding
additional foreign exchange to purchase raw
materials to carry out their business in
preparations for the upcoming hurricane
season, as well as market players engaging
in precautionary purchasing.

• The Financial Stability System Committee
(FSSC) reviewed the current state of
Jamaica’s financial system and views it as
well capitalized and resilient. But, headwinds
remain as the pandemic remains ongoing

Currency 
Pair

06/11/20
20

30/10/20
20

31/12/20
19

Week/W
eek

Year-to-
Date

JMD: USD 148.46 145.00 132.57 -2.38% -11.98%

JMD:CAD 114.41 110.67 100.70 -3.38% -13.61%

JMD:GBP 195.21 185.12 170.64 -5.45% -14.40%

USD Foreign Exchange Market 
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Unit Trust Performance

• Barita's Collective Investment Schemes
("CIS") offer the opportunity for investors to
remain invested in the market at this
delicate stage of the market cycle;
moreover, there is a diversification benefit
and opportunity to have a professional
portfolio manager make the best-in-class
professional judgements on your behalf.

• The F.X. Growth Fund, which is benchmarked
against the S&P 500, has been in-line with
it’s benchmark with a 5.01% year to date
performance relative to S&P 500’s
performance of 8.63% . This fund helps
investors to gain exposure to the U.S.
equities market, without taking on the risk of
directly investing in a single company.

• The Money Market Fund increased 0.10%
week-on-week, the FX Bond Portfol io had
increased by 0.58%, the F.X. Growth
Portfol io increased by 3.38% in value, and
the Real Estate Portfol io increased by
0.61% in value. The Capital Growth Fund
increased by 0.43% week over week.

• The Capital Growth Fund suffered the
same fate as our local equity market but
remains above the year to date
performance of the combined index. This
is as attract ive as securit ies were also
oversold during the March sell -off and
represented an attract ive entry point to
be capital ized on. The FX Bond Portfol io
remains an attract ive f ixed-income
portfol io, especial ly taking into
considerat ion the large retreat from
emerging market (E.M.) securit ies. With
investors seeking "safe haven" in a more
developed market (D.M.) securit ies and
essent ial ly sell ing down their posit ions
in E.M. securit ies, opportunit ies were
exposed for our fund managers to
capital ize on.

“The fool 
wonders, the 

wise man asks”–
Benjamin Disraeli 



• Scenario one (Democratic Congress): We
expect the US markets to sel l off, maybe
between 2% to 4% and this is mainly due
to the tax proposals of president-elect
Biden during his campaign

• Scenario two (Republ icans win the
Congress while the Democrats maintain
the House): We bel ieve markets wil l l ike
this mainly because this presents divided
government. History shows better
performance tends to happen under a
divided government.

• In the event of a contested election that
escalates beyond a one-to-two-week delay
in results, we bel ieve this would put
tremendous pressure on the US stock
market for the remainder of 2020.

• The Federal Reserve held short- term
borrowing rates near zero in a decision
Thursday that character ized the economy
as growing but not near where it was
before the coronavirus pandemic hit. As
markets widely expected, the Fed kept i ts
benchmark interest rate anchored in a
range between 0%-0.25%, where it has
been since an emergency cut seven
months ago in the early days of the
coronavirus pandemic. Chairman Jerome
Powell noted, however, that he thinks the
Fed sti l l has plenty i t can do to help the
recovery.
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Unit Trust Fund 04/11/2020 29/10/2020
Week/Week 

Return

Year-to-
Date 

Return 1 Year 
Return

Yield

Capital Growth 
80.0084 79.6643 0.43% -17.34 -11.46% -

Money Market
14.8080 14.7938 0.10% 3.08% 2.87% 2.04%

Income Portfolio
100.00 100.00 - - - 1.84%

FX Bond Portfolio (US$)
1.3173 1.3097 0.58% -1.85% -1.12% 1.99%

Real Estate Portfolio
5,450.581 5,417.71 0.61% 5.94% 19.94% -

FX Growth Portfolio
0.9406 0.9098 3.38% 5.01% 7.83% -
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Stock Ticket
Stock Information

(As at November 6, 2020)
Analyst Outlook

WISYNCO
Wisynco Group Ltd 

P/E: 23.71X

OVERWEIGHT

The local fiscal support to both households and businesses was
instrumental in maintaining individuals' consumption capacity,
particularly those furloughed and made redundant, which
supported the demand for consumer staples distributed by
manufacturers and distributors Wisynco. We expect that with
continued fiscal support through either direct household support or
government spend on projects to stimulate employment, Wisynco's
business will thrive in this environment.

P/B: 3.70X

Price: J$14.94

Div Yield: 0.60%

Week over week % Change: 
4.13%

LASM
Lasco Manufacturing

P/E: 13.55X OVERWEIGHT

The local fiscal support to both households and businesses was
instrumental in maintaining individuals' consumption capacity,
particularly those furloughed and made redundant, which
supported the demand for consumer staples distributed by
manufacturers and distributors LASM. We expect that with
continued fiscal support through either direct household support or
government spend on projects to stimulate employment, LASM's
business will thrive in this environment. Given that more restrictive
curtailment measures do not seem likely, LASM is likely to perform
better than in the April - June quarter. The national curfew
measures were particularly restrictive and, therefore, negatively
impacted LASM's revenue growth.

P/B: 2.15X

Price: J$3.75

Div Yield: 0%

Week over week % Change: 
9.95%

LASD
Lasco Distributors

P/E: 17.20X

OVERWEIGHT

The local fiscal support to both households and businesses was
instrumental in maintaining individuals' consumption capacity,
particularly those who were furloughed and made redundant,
which supported the demand for consumer staples distributed by
manufacturers and distributors as LASD. We expect that with
continued fiscal support through either direct household support or
government spend on projects to stimulate employment, LASD's
business will thrive in this environment.

P/B: 1.77X

Price: J$3.14

Div Yield: 0%

Week over week % Change: 
3.67%

Equities

UNDERWEIGHT
Reduce exposure in your portfolio to less than

5% for this particular asset

SELL
Reduce exposure in your portfolio to zero

OVERWEIGHT/BUY
Exposure to this asset should be between 5% and

10% of your total portfolio

MARKETWEIGHT/HOLD
Exposure to the asset should be equal to 5% of your
total portfolio

Ratings Definitions
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Stock Ticker
Stock Information

(As at November 6, 2020)
Analyst Outlook

KWL
Kingston Wharves Ltd

P/E: 24.16X

MARKETWEIGHT

KWL had already made significant investments to capture more
wallet share in international trade: KWL invested in a Global Auto
Logistics Centre, which houses both new and used vehicles for
domestic and international transporters. KWL also invested heavily
in the Total Logistics Facility, which comprises international
standard equipment to manage cargos' haulage. KWL also
developed technological resources to improve the clearance and
registering speed of cargos, allowing for comprehensive and
adequate cargos management.

P/B: 2.41X

Price: J$45.69

Div Yield: 0.68%

Week over week % Change: 
4.62%

JBG
Jamaica Broilers Group

P/E: 19.55X OVERWEIGHT

JBG’s main strategy moving forward is to continue to grow and
diversify its food businesses abroad by gaining market share. The
company sees opportunities in the USA (Wincorp International in
Florida and International Poultry Breeders in Georgia and
Arkansas) and continues to see opportunities to expand
investments in the country. JBG continues to maintain a unique and
strong position in the Jamaican market (Best Dressed, Hi-Pro and
Reggae Jamin’) and Haiti (Le Chic Poulet). The company has a fair
presence in the Haitian market, and it is expanding within the
United States especially under “The Best Dressed Chicken” brand
which provides significant opportunities for growth as well
supporting its operations in the Caribbean.

P/B: 2.01X

Price: J$27.72

Div Yield: 1.33%

Week over week % Change: 
3.01%

CCC
Caribbean Cement 

Company 

P/E: 17.58X OVERWEIGHT

Their ability to generate revenues during this period will be based
on CCCs ability to generate business outside of Jamaica (which
accounts for the majority of revenue). The increased synergy
between CCC and their ultimate parent company CEMEX S.A.B de
C.V (Cemex), giving them access to a wider market, will become
fruitful in the current downpour being experienced globally,
especially in the context of the domestic economic fallout of
COVID-19. This bodes well for the future growth prospects of CCC
over the short and medium-term. The recent restructuring of the
company to acquire additional assets from its parent company
through debt while also repurchasing redeemable preference
shares will be a drag on earnings with if revenue generation is
impacted.

P/B: 4.22X

Price: J$52.39

Div Yield: 0%

Week over week % Change: 
5.76%

Equities

UNDERWEIGHT
Reduce exposure in your portfolio to less than

5% for this particular asset

SELL
Reduce exposure in your portfolio to zero

OVERWEIGHT/BUY
Exposure to this asset should be between 5% and

10% of your total portfolio

MARKETWEIGHT/HOLD
Exposure to the asset should be equal to 5% of your
total portfolio

Ratings Definitions


